
Oggie Penev Joins BANKABILITY® as First
Official Licensee and Ambassador in the
United States

Empowering Financial and Time

Freedom: How Oggie Penev's

BANKABILITY® Journey Redefines Traditional Thinking and Wealth Creation

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA, USA, February 22, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In a landmark move for

BANKABILITY® has

transformed my life, My

mission now is to share this

pathway to independence

with others, to show that a

life beyond the 9-5 is not

just a dream but a reality. ”

Oggie Penev

the financial and real estate industries, Oggie Penev, a real

estate mogul and educator, has been named the first

official licensee and ambassador of BANKABILITY®, a

leading name in financial and time independence and

unique approach wealth management. Penev, a towering

figure in the real estate sector, is renowned not just for his

unmatched expertise but also for his commitment to the

principles he advocates. Embracing the philosophy that

true financial and time independence is achieved through

proper structure, intelligent leverage, and BANKABILITY®,

Penev exemplifies the success attainable through this

philosophy.

As a testament to his dedication and proficiency, Oggie Penev has earned the title of Certified

Bankability Expert®, the highest accolade awarded to BANKABILITY® professionals in the field,

distinguishing him as a paragon of financial strategy and insight. His journey to financial and

time independence is an inspiration for many, having strategically transitioned his active income

into self-compounding, cash-flowing assets, with a focus on residential real estate. This

accomplishment not only signifies his financial liberation but also underscores his mastery over

the most precious of resources: time.

Penev's affiliation with BANKABILITY® extends beyond personal achievement; it's a commitment

to empowerment. With his in-depth knowledge and experience, he is uniquely positioned to

offer BANKABILITY® training, designed for those yearning for more than the conventional 9-5 life

and traditional advice received at most other professionals. Through BANKABILITY ROADMAPS™

and assistance with BANKABILITY Scores™ among many other BANKABILITY® products, Penev is

equipped to guide individuals towards not just living their dreams today but also securing

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.arizonarealtyadvisors.com/
http://aibe.org


Livin' The Dream with Oggie Penev

generational wealth for the future.

"BANKABILITY® and Oggie Penev share

a common vision: to revolutionize the

way individuals approach financial

independence, time independence and

wealth creation," said Peter Diamond,

a world-renowned CFO and a

spokesperson for BANKABILITY®.

"Oggie's role as a BANKABILITY

Ambassador™ and licensee is pivotal in

bringing this vision to life, offering

tangible, actionable strategies for

those looking to embrace a life of

abundance and freedom."

Oggie Penev's partnership with

BANKABILITY® is more than an honor;

it's a milestone in the journey towards

redefining financial and time freedom

and success. His expertise and real-

world application of BANKABILITY® principles make him an invaluable asset to the brand and,

more importantly, to those seeking to transform their financial destiny.

For more information on BANKABILITY® and how Oggie Penev can assist you in achieving

financial and time independence, please visit https://www.arizonarealtyadvisors.com/

About BANKABILITY®

BANKABILITY® is at the forefront of financial education and wealth and time management

strategies, offering innovative solutions for achieving financial and time independence and

properly leveraging self-compounding cash flowing assets. With a concentration on structure,

leverage, and strategic asset management, BANKABILITY® empowers individuals to break free

from traditional 9 to 5 mindset and financial constraints and embrace a future of freedom and

living life to the fullest on their own terms.  
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/690549185
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